EZE MMIRI DI EGWU, THE WATER MONARCH IS AWESOME: Reconsidering the Mammy Water Myths
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Hinduism Myths and Legends. Dwarka Mythical City Found Under Water. According to ancient Sanskrit literature, the Lord Krishna founded the holy city of Dwarka, which subsequently got submerged under sea. The Mysterious India on 2014-06-18. The Monarch lost to Krishna in all 17 battles, and he attacked Mathura the 18th time. At this stage, Krishna decided to build a separate city on an island in the Western coast of India, to save his citizens, his Yadava clan from the trouble of repeated wars. The city was built by the divine architect, Vishwakarma himself. It would no longer be merely a book of myths and legends, but in fact, at least to some extent, a genuine account of past events. According to the BBC's Tom Housden, reporting on the Cambay find